Kinetics for the subgel phase formation in DPPC/DOPC mixed bilayers.
We analyzed the kinetics for the subgel (SGI) phase formation in DPPC/DOPC binary bilayers paying attention to DOPC-induced modification of the bilayer physical properties. Differential scanning calorimetry and X-ray diffraction revealed that addition of DOPC reduced the apparent initial lag time to start the SGI phase formation, and that the SGI phase in the binary bilayers had basically the same structure as that in pure DPPC bilayers though addition of DOPC markedly increased the peak temperature and enthalpy of the subtransition in heating. Moreover, addition of DOPC abolished the prolongation of the initial lag time in pure DPPC bilayers induced by lowering the incubation temperature from 0 to -5 degrees C. Our results suggested that DOPC molecules work as a diffusion enhancer to promote the nucleation of the SGI phase, and relatively destabilize the gel phase so that the formed SGI phase transforms into the ripple phase in heating.